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Demographics 
The eight colleges that participated in this survey were Beloit College, Denison University, The College of Wooster, Grinnell 

College, Lawrence University, Whitman College, University of Richmond, and Kenyon College. All eight schools are small, private, 

residential liberal arts colleges. The average student body size for these schools is approximately 1,800 students, and the average 

yearly comprehensive fee (tuition, room and board) is approximately $40,000. Except for Richmond University, which is NCAA 

Division I, all of the other schools are in the NCAA Division III. While three of the eight institutions have Christian Protestant ties 

historically, none are currently religiously affiliated. Demographically, Denison, Grinnell, and Kenyon are located in small rural areas 

of less than 10,000 people; Wooster, Beloit, and Whitman are in small towns with populations of approximately 30,000 residents; and 

Lawrence and Richmond are around urban areas of over 70,000 people. 

Of the 916 undergraduate foreign students and global nomads/third culture kids attending the eight schools in 2007-2008, 113 

started the web-based survey of cultural adjustment, for a response rate of 12%. Out of 113 students, 103 completed at least a majority 

of the survey, while only 79 completed the survey entirely; thus, the attrition rate was 30%. All students who began the survey were 

eligible to be entered in a drawing for one of eight $25 prizes, given they emailed the researchers expressing their interest in this cash 

incentive (only 19 expressed emailed the researcher). 

The sample included 34 males and 68 females (1 participant did not respond). Degree seeking international students made up 

84.5% of the sample, while global nomads/third culture kids represented another 6.8%, 4.9% responded as “other,” one-year exchange 

students accounted for 2.9%, and language assistants rounded out the last 1%. Of the respondents, 59.2% came from the Eastern 

Hemisphere (geopolitical definition), 38.8% came from the Western hemisphere, and another 1.9% were stateless. First-year (42.7%) 

and sophomore students (25.2%) made up the majority of respondents, with an under-representation of juniors (16.5%) and seniors 

(15.6%).   



The average reported time spent in America was 20.14 months, with about half of the students spending less than a year in the 

United States, and the other half spending as much as ten years in the country. When asked if English was their first language, 25.5% 

of the students said yes, and the other 74.5% said no. While 69% of the students report taking the Test of English as a First Language 

(TOEFL), only 55% reported a score, making the average score across versions 84.56% (paper, computer, online, by percent correct).  

Half of the students spent less than one year in an English speaking country before coming to college (34% less than one month, 18% 

less than one year), while the other half had spent at least a year in a country where English is the primary language (4 % spent 1-3 

years; 9.9% spent 3-5 years, 35% spent 6 years or more). Most students traveled quite a bit before college; 60% of the respondents 

reported traveling outside of their home country at least 7 times, and 51% of the students spent up to three years living abroad. The 

majority of the students (77%) had lived in urban areas most of their lives, 19% had lived in midsized towns, and 4% had lived in rural 

areas. This group of students had quite different education experiences before college, but most attended an international school 

(15.5%), a local public school (44.7%), or a private English school (23.3%). 

As a whole, the group was moderate in socioeconomic status (SES; 5.37 on a scale of 1-10, where 10 = $100,000+ and both 

parents with Ph.D.s). A few participants (20.4%) reported no concerns regarding the financing of their college educations, the majority 

of the sample (60.2%) reported some concerns, and another fifth (19.4%) reported major concerns. On average, the group reported 

moderate levels of value for both individualism and collectivism (5.77 and 5.75 respectively on a scale from 1-9). When asked about 

their personality type, almost half of the sample (45%) indicated being either somewhat extroverted or extroverted, 14% were 

somewhat introverted or introverted, and 35% were somewhere in between.  

 

Social & Psychological Adjustment 
The group as a whole generally indicated low levels of social difficulty. They also reported spending a lot of social time with 

both White Americans and other international students. Most students said they call and email their friends and family from home for 

up to 5 hours a week, and most students (75%) reported online chatting, IMing, or Skyping with their family for up to 5 hours a week 

as well.   Participants reported spending about 3-4 hours alone per day. On average, the students were confident about their English 

language skills. Those who were less confident reported more acculturative stress, depression, anxiety, social difficulties, and time 

alone; they were also of lower SES. Students who noted higher levels of social difficulties also indicated higher levels of acculturative 

stress, depression, and anxiety and poorer sleep quality. They reported less confidence about their English skills and spent more time 

alone each day.  

Low/moderate levels of depressive symptoms, acculturative stress, binge drinking, and sleep problems existed for the group. 

There was a moderate amount of anxiety reported across the group as a whole.  Students who did indicate higher levels of 

acculturative stress also reported significantly higher levels of depressive and anxious symptoms and poorer sleep quality. They noted 

greater social difficulties, more time alone each day, and less confidence about their English language skills. They were of lower SES 

and had more concerns about financing their education. They also reported a host of other social and academic concerns (for more 

information, please see correlation table, p. 27-29).  



Campus Climate & Student Engagement 
Students generally reported positive interactions with other people on campus. They indicated good relationships with other 

students and faculty, and average relationships with administrative personnel/offices. The respondents were positive about campus 

climate for minority students of all kinds (ethnic, religious/spiritual, LGBT, and students with disabilities). They did not generally feel 

harassed because of diversity issues.  Most students said they have not been singled out because of ethnicity or gender, nor had they 

heard faculty express ethnic or gender stereotypes. The majority of the students also did not think that much racial tension on campus 

exists on campus. Most of the group reported low (or nonexistent) incidents of tense or hostile interactions with individuals from other 

ethnic groups. 

The majority of the respondents reported at least “often” having shared a meal with, discussed ethnic relations outside class 

with, prepared for class with, and socialized with students from a different racial/ethnic group. Over half of the respondents indicated 

frequently attending events sponsored by other ethnic groups. In decreasing order, they indicated that their time was spent on 

preparing for class/studying (about 20 hours per week), socializing (about 12 hours per week), working (about 8 hours per week), and 

then extracurricular activities (about 5 hours per week).  

 

Adjusting to College 
When reflecting on their international student orientation, most students agreed that the program helped them to create a 

network of friends, and over two thirds of the group did not feel that the orientation isolated them from American students. The group 

as a whole did not have a strong opinion on whether the orientation program taught them about American culture or prepared them for 

life at college, but more students agreed than disagreed with the statements. A third of the students felt that their workload at college 

was either a little or a lot less than they expected, another fourth felt that their expectation was met exactly, and the remaining 45% 

thought that the workload was either a little or a lot greater than they expected it to be. Additionally, the group did not have a strong 

opinion on whether their First-Year Seminar class was valuable, but more students found it valuable than not. 

Most international students reported having spoken up in class and having talked about class content with other students 

outside lectures. Only about a quarter have worked with faculty on their research (25%), and only half have received tutoring at least 

occasionally. Most respondents claimed that they occasionally received academic guidance and emotional support from professors, 

while about half reported getting negative feedback. Most have not witnessed cheating or other academic dishonesty (65%), while 

35% said they observed this occasionally. The majority (74%) reported to likely choose their school again if given the choice, while 

7% were undecided, and another 18% likely would not choose their college again. 

Most of the group reported doing well at understanding what professors expect, making friends, and using campus services. 

They indicated a little more trouble developing study skills, adjusting to academic demands, and getting to know faculty. Their self-

reports indicated a difficult time with time management skills; more than half (57%) have turned in assignments late, most (95%) have 

skipped class on occasion, and the majority (85%) have turned in assignments that did not reflect their best work at least occasionally.  



The majority of respondents thought that: 1) the admissions office portrayed the campus accurately, 2) they saw themselves as 

part of the campus community, and 3) they felt like they belonged. Most students indicated they perceived faculty and staff as 

interested in students‟ academic problems; they were split on whether they believed faculty and staff were interested in students‟ 

personal problems and on whether they felt like their presence “counted,” i.e., they were not just a number. The sample was also split 

on whether they perceived there was strong competition for grades on campus.  

The respondents were generally satisfied with their college overall and with their academics and learning spaces (labs, 

classrooms), and living spaces. They were more moderate on their satisfaction with extracurricular activities, social experience, and 

First-Year Seminars.  
 

Group Differences 
In this and other sections below, only the significant differences between groups are described; thus, an absence of mention of 

a variable in a section means the two groups compared scored similarly. There were not significant differences between students who 

had mostly lived in urban areas versus mid-size towns or rural areas for most of their lives. 

 

Older vs. Younger Students 
First year/freshmen students (n = 44) were compared to older students (collapsed across sophomores, juniors, and seniors; n = 

58). Compared to older students, freshmen were (obviously) younger and had been in the United States for less time. More 

importantly, they indicated more acculturative stress, poorer sleep quality, more depression, more anxiety, more social difficulties, and 

less confidence about their English skills. Although not different in SES, freshmen were more concerned about financing their 

educations. They reported greater difficulty understanding what professors expect, developing effective study tools, adjusting to the 

academic demands of college, and getting to know faculty. They were more likely to say they had heard faculty express stereotypes 

about women and ethnic groups in class. They were less likely to see faculty or staff as interested in their personal problems and less 

likely to see staff as interested in their academic problems. They had more trouble enrolling for classes they needed. They were more 

likely to say they felt like “just another number on campus,” did not feel a sense of belonging on campus, and saw strong competition 

among students for high grades.  While not different in the quality of relationships with other students, freshmen reported poorer 

relationships with faculty and administrators. Taken as a whole, these data suggest freshmen have a more stressful time than 

upperclassmen in many respects. 

 

 



Culture/Ethnic Differences 
In the following comparisons, the data is not complex enough (and the sample too small) to include both class year and 

hemisphere. Thus, given there were many adjustment differences by class year, the reader is asked to consider that some of the 

following effects may be due to some combination of age AND culture/ethnicity. 

Students were first divided into Western (n = 39) and Eastern (n = 60) hemisphere using this term as a geopolitical construct, 

whereby “the West” includes the Americas, Europe, and Australia, and “the East” involves all other countries. There were 

significantly more freshmen represented in Eastern than Western students. Compared to Western students, Eastern students had 

traveled less frequently. They had spent less time with Americans of their own race (however, given most campuses were 

predominantly White, this is not surprising). They spent more time alone and indicated both greater acculturative stress and more 

social difficulties. They were more likely to hear faculty in class express stereotypes about racial/ethnic groups and women. They 

were less likely to have turned in assignments late but more likely to have received negative feedback from faculty about their 

academic work. They reported poorer relationships with college staff/administrators. They more often said that connecting with people 

back home more often contributed to sleep difficulties due to time differences (but even Eastern students said this was only 

occasionally a problem). 

Students were then divided into White (n = 27) and non-White (n = 74). Significantly more freshmen were represented in non-

White than White students.  Compared to White students, non-White students‟ mothers (but not fathers) were less educated. They had 

spent less time with Americans of their own race (however, given most campuses were predominantly White, this is not surprising) 

and less time with Americans of other ethnicities. They spent more time alone and reported more acculturative stress and depression.  

They were more likely to hear faculty in class express stereotypes about racial/ethnic groups, women, and men. They felt they had 

been singled out in class more because of their gender. They were more likely to say they had had tense, somewhat hostile interactions  

with a student from a different racial/ethnic group, more often felt insulted because of race/ethnicity, and more often felt harassed or 

had derogatory comments directed at them because of race/ethnicity/culture (although even non-White students said this happened 

seldom).  They indicated speaking up in class less frequently yet more often received advice/counseling from another student. 

Lastly, freshmen versus upperclass status could be controlled for in the following analyses.  Even after age was taken into 

account, Eastern students still reported more time alone and more acculturative stress than Western students.  There was a trend 

towards Eastern students reporting more social difficulty than Western students. Similarly, non-White students still reported more time 

alone and more acculturative stress than White students. 

 



Gender Differences 
 Males (n = 34) and females (n = 68) were similar on most aspects of college adjustment. Men said it was harder to adjust to the 

academic demands of college than women did and reported hearing faculty more often express gender-based stereotypes. Women said 

it was harder to make male friends in college than males did. Men indicated more participation in intramural sports and more binge 

drinking than women did. While both groups opinions were generally positive, men were a little more likely than women to say the 

campus climate was very comfortable for people of color and of diverse religious/spiritual backgrounds and were very satisfied with 

the college in addressing needs of international and LGBT individuals. Women reported more time per week calling friends and 

family from home than men (but not emailing and online computer contact).  

 

Differences in English as a First Language or Not 
Students were compared regarding whether English was their first language (n = 26) or second language (n = 74). The two 

groups were similar on most aspects of college adjustment. Compared to those for whom English was a native language, English as a 

Second Language (ESL) students had traveled on fewer occasions and for shorter duration and had spent less time in English speaking 

countries. While they were less confident about their English skills and indicated greater pressure from their families regarding their 

academic performance, their grade point averages were higher and they and had received less negative feedback from faculty about 

their performance. They reported less difficulty with roommates and with enrolling in the classes they needed. They had more often 

experienced harassment and/or derogatory comments about their learning or physical disabilities.  

 

The Importance of Being Socially Engaged 
While being extroverted is more often thought to be a personality trait, and time spent alone more of a behavioral choice, the 

two are moderately correlated. However, the two variables also correlated somewhat differently with other outcomes. Compared to 

more introverted people, students who reported themselves as being more extroverted reported an easier time making friends with 

women, men, and those from different ethnic groups; they reported better relationships with students and staff (but not faculty). They 

indicated an easier time using campus services, received tutoring more often, spoke up in class more, and discussed course content 

with students outside of class more often. They were less likely to see racial tension on campus, less often felt threatened because of 

race/ethnicity, more often socialized with those outside their racial/ethnic group, and found the campus climate more comfortable for 

people of color. They were more likely to say they would pick their college again if they had to make the choice over and were more 

satisfied with their college both socially and overall. They were more likely to say that international student orientation taught them 

about American culture and prepared them for life at college. They were less likely to say that keeping in touch with people from 

home negatively affected their sleep. Extroverts reported better sleep quality, less depression, less acculturative stress, less anxiety, 

and fewer social difficulties. Thus, being more extroverted appears to be a protective factor during cultural adjustment. 

 



Conversely, students who spent more hours per day alone reported more time management difficulties and a harder time using 

campus services. They reported more difficulty getting to know faculty and making friends with males, females, and those of other 

ethnicities; they also reported poorer quality relationships with students and administrators (but not faculty). They more often felt 

singled out in class due to gender. Though receiving more tutoring, they more often received negative feedback about their academic 

work, more often turned in assignments late, and spoke up less in class. They less often thought admissions portrayed the campus 

accurately and felt less like of a part of the campus community. They believed there was more campus racial tension and more often 

indicated having felt harassed or having had negative comments made because of race/ethnicity. At the same time, they less often 

shared meals, feelings, discussions about race/ethnicity, or social events with people from other ethnic groups; more often felt 

insulted/threatened because of ethnicity; and less often attended events sponsored by other ethnic groups. They were less likely to say 

that international student orientation taught them about American culture and perceived the campus climate as less comfortable for 

international students and people of color. They were less likely to say they would pick their college again; they were less satisfied 

overall, with social experiences, and with living arrangements. They reported poorer sleep quality, more depression, more 

acculturative stress, more anxiety, less English confidence, and more social difficulties. Lastly, they reported spending more time 

emailing/chatting/Skyping with people from home. Overall, spending more time alone seems to be a risk factor for all kinds of cultural 

difficulties; however, whether time alone is a cause or result of other problems (or both) cannot be determined from correlational data. 

 

The Role of Socioeconomic Status (SES) 
Students from higher SES backgrounds reported less acculturative stress and depression and more confidence in their English 

skills. They had traveled more often and for greater lengths, especially in English speaking countries. They indicated more often doing 

things with other ethnic groups, speaking up in class, discussing content outside of class, seeing themselves as part of the campus 

community, and seeing the campus climate as more open for people of color. 

 

Student Comments: Reason for Choosing Their College, Suggestions for Improvement, etc. 
When asked why students selected their college of choice, several themes were common. Most often noted was financial aid. 

Many students wanted a liberal arts education and/or a small college environment. Academic reputation and/or hearing about the 

college from others who had attended there was another common response. 

When asked why they chose a liberal arts college rather than a state university or schooling in their home country, many said 

the small campus/small class sizes would help them get to know people and get more individualized attention, higher quality teaching, 

and the chance to get to know their professors and fellow students better. Better financial aid was again a common theme. In regards 

to academics, whether or not they needed help deciding on a major, many students thought the liberal arts approach could help them 

get a more well-rounded education including a broader array of topics. 



In regards to how the liberal arts approach to learning is different from high school and/or higher education in their home 

countries, some students said the approach was the same. For those who said it differed, having a variety of learning experiences, not 

just in a specific major, was one frequent reply.  Some students noted the liberal arts approach is more rigorous than they were 

accustomed to, while another common response was that a liberal arts education requires more critical thinking and more interaction 

instead of just memorization, with an emphasis on learning to write and speak well. 

Student opinions were polarized about their First Year Seminar experiences. Some enjoyed their topics and said the class 

helped them work on critical thinking/writing skills. Some commented that the small group allowed them to make and keep friends. 

On the other hand, some students said the class was boring, a waste or time, and/or not helpful for preparing for other classes. 

Lastly, students were asked what three changes they recommended that their college consider in order to enhance the 

experience for its international students. Most often noted was a desire for more social opportunities, especially those that helped them 

integrate with American college students and American culture. Interestingly, students frequently said the colleges focused too much 

on diversity and international students‟ differences from Americans. For example, some said that programs like international halls 

actually kept them segregated from other students, and they wished for more ways to mingle with Americans. Several students said 

they would like their college to consider pairing up international students with American students to better acclimatize the 

internationals to American college culture; others wished their college did a better job helping American students and professors 

understand international issues.  On a related note, transportation was an issue, and some wished for a shuttle. A significant number of 

students indicated a desire to have more ethnic variety in the food served and/or to be exempted from the general meal plan so they 

could afford to do more of their own cooking. Increasing financial aid was also frequently mentioned. 



Authors’ Summary & Suggestions 
 

 In general, students reported being rather satisfied with their experiences at their liberal arts colleges and generally reported 

adjusting well to their respective colleges. Their reports on campus climate and services/organizations on campus were generally 

positive.  

 

 Freshmen had a harder time adjusting than upperclassmen in a host of ways. Eastern and non-White students reported more 

acculturative stress, time alone, and social difficulties than Western and White students. Introverts and those that spent more time 

alone each day had a more difficult time adjusting than extroverts and those that made more social contacts of various types. No 

tremendous differences existed between men and women, but not unlike other populations, men were more likely to report binge 

drinking as a coping mechanism. There were also largely no differences between students from urban versus small towns/rural 

areas. 

 

 Definite ties existed between how students were adjusting culturally, their social difficulties, and mental health; however, there 

were not always strong ties between these factors and grade point average. As these domains are not independent, if students are 

indicating difficulty in one area, or even if they are doing well academically, service providers and professors should ask about 

other areas of functioning (socially, emotionally, spiritually) to possibly help them from a more holistic point of view, instead of 

just looking at academic performance. 

 

 Socioeconomic status (SES) was negatively correlated with adjustment outcomes, such that students from higher SES experienced 

less acculturative stress, depression, and social difficulties than students from lower SES groups, while their was no correlation 

between SES and grade point averages. This suggests that being of higher SES may serve as a protective factor in coming to the 

U.S. because it affords more opportunities, less stress, etc. In support of this premise, students with higher SES were more 

confident about their English skills and had traveled more frequently, especially in English speaking areas, suggesting it is not 

finances per se but opportunities that come along with greater education and financial security that may better prepare students for 

an American college experience. Conversely, being of low SES appears to be a risk factor not for academic difficulty but 

emotionally/psychologically and socially. Service providers may want to know a little about students‟ financial situation in order 

to look out for “at risk” students. 

 

 Taken as a whole, the pattern of a person most at risk for adjustment difficulties is a freshman who is an introverted, non-

Western (or non-White) student; speaks English as a Second Language; has not traveled much (if at all); is from lower 

socioeconomic status and has higher financial constraints; and spends a lot of time alone each day (perhaps emailing 

friends and family back home rather than joining groups and making friends, whether American or international). 



 Many students expressed a desire to have an opportunity to get to know American students more and to interact with them on a 

more informal basis. Rather than being programs to “help” internationals, these would be experiences for both groups to get to 

know more about each other. One idea would be having an event that is typically “American” but is open to international 

perspectives as well. Possible suggestions for social events might include: 

o A „buddy‟ program, especially for first year students, either with other internationals or American students, to encourage 

social connections and learning more about adjusting to college life 

o Game nights, where Americans and internationals bring games typical for their countries 

o Dance events, music performances, etc. that are open to international and global perspectives. For example, if there are 

already performance groups that are culturally oriented (gospel choir, break dancing club, folk dancing group, film club, 

etc.), the groups could try to include music and dance from other countries from time to time 

o For orientation, rather than having all events be lecture and information sharing, include some times/events that may have a 

general discussion topic around a casual event like school trivia, ice cream social, tea, etc. 

o Given some students said they wished Americans were more informed about international issues, host some events where 

the international students are the “expert panel” and invite Americans to come learn about international student issues 

o Encouraging departments to invite international students to a departmental meeting to share some of their experiences and 

suggestions, which may help faculty better understand and help students in their major 

 

 Few students indicated having done research with professors or having used academic or personal help services. While other 

aspects of adjustment were very similar, those who had English as a second language reported fewer academically oriented 

difficulties than those who were native English speakers. However, English language confidence was negatively correlated with 

social and psychological adjustment outcomes, such that students with lower confidence experienced more acculturative stress, 

depression, anxiety, and social difficulties. Encouragement to tap into opportunities provided by professors, service providers, 

advisors, etc. is encouraged, especially as some students did indicate having a hard time adjusting to the demands of college, 

developing study skills, and managing their time. Other suggestions for helping international students in these areas could include: 

o Sessions at orientation week 

o Having representatives from various academic and personal support services speak during orientation about what their 

offices provide 

o Required meetings with a faculty mentor or advisor on a weekly or bi-weekly basis, at least for the first semester 

o Required visits to each academic service on campus (Writing Center, Learning Center, Wellness Center, etc.) in the first 

semester for first year students 

o An optional or required study table, especially for students for whom English is their Second Language 

o A weekly conversation skills hour for non-native speakers that includes American students, in order to practice 

conversational English skills and connect with American students 



 Students indicated a moderate amount of depressive and anxious symptoms during the cultural adjustment process. For students 

who are experiencing more difficulty: 

o Student Wellness Centers may want specifically to target international students and explain their services, as the idea of 

therapy may be unfamiliar to individuals from some cultures. 

o An international student support group, where students can freely talk about their stresses, may be beneficial to some 

students. 

o As therapy may be counter to some students‟ values, alternative information or “discussion” sessions could be especially 

helpful for international students. For example, a presentation on stress reduction, time management, sleep suggestions, or 

study aids are all things that are related to mental health but do not require the one-on-one time that is common in 

American therapy models.  

 

 Financial aid and more administrative support for transportation and cultural excursions/experiences with American college 

students and the broader American culture are the things students most often indicated as ways their college could improve their 

services. As to cultural experiences, perhaps schools could look into: 

o Financing a shuttle or keeping a list of community volunteers that may be willing to drive international students to stores 

and events from time to time 

o Organizing trips to Cleveland and other locations 

o Looking for volunteers to host events like Thanksgiving or Christmas, to give those that are staying here an opportunity to 

experience American holidays 

o Getting businesses, churches, etc. to sponsor events on campus or provide some free tickets to American cultural events 

 

 International orientation programs generally received positive reviews from students. However, international student offices may 

still benefit from holding focus groups with students to find out their perspectives about how these services could be more relevant 

and/or helpful to them. 

 

 Students often found food choices prohibitive and would like to either see their colleges provide more ethnic food options and/or 

consider being more flexible in their meal plans, so they can cook for themselves without feeling they are “wasting” food money. 

Students may also find comfort in international pot luck dinners or events through international student offices where 

ethnic/cultural food options are the focus. 

 



LAISR Overall Summary 
Student Background 
FREQUENCY                                 MEAN           MEDIAN              MODE 

 

Descriptive Statistics   

1.  Gender     Male  female 
                       34            68  
 
2.  Age  18        19         20        21         22     23        24     25      26     27 
   10        34        28         11        10      4            2        1                  1                                        20.09                 20.00                    19.00 
 

3.  Time in U.S. (by month) 1.5    2      5    6        7     8    10    12   14  16    17    18    19   20    21   24      

       1      3      5     26    6      7      2      2      2     3      5        3       4    1       1       4 
 

 29     30     31   36    41    42    43    48     53    56     60   78   87  108    120 
                                2       4        6     1       2       1        3      1        2       1        1      1     1        1        1            20.14              12.00    6.00 

 

 

 

4.  Region    N. Am  Carrib   C.  Amer     S. Amer    W.Eur    E. Eur   W. Africa    N. Africa   E. Africa   

                          5           6                     1                   9              4              15                 2                  1                      3 
                     
                     S. Africa     S. Asia    E. Asia    S.E Asia   Oceania   Stateless 
  1                    9                 24             20                1                   2 
 
5.  Degree type  Degree-seeking   Glob. Nomad/TCK     1 yr. Exchange    Lang. Assist   Other 
          87                                   7                                    3                                  1                           5 
 

6.  Hemisphere:  Western  Eastern        Stateless 
                                      40               61                       2 
 

7.  Student status :   First Year Sophomore Junior Senior 

                 44                           26                17                        16  
 

8.  English first language?    Yes     No 
       26         76   
9.  GPA                                       3.42               3.40  3.60 
 

10. Family pressure re: academics (lower score = more pressure)                   2.54               2.50  2.00 
 



Student Background                                                                                                                          MEAN                    MEDIAN              MODE 

 
Frequency 

Descriptive Statistics 
 

11. Financial Concerns: 

       None(1)        Some            Major(3)         
             21                     62                     20 
12. Socioeconomic Status (highest possible score=10)                                                                                            5.37                     5.33                    6.00 
 
13. Not counting this time in the United States for attending college,                                                                     6.50                     6.00                    11.00 
how many times have you traveled outside your home country? 

      1           2          3          4          5          6          7           8          9       10        11 
      10         12       9          9         6            10       5           3          1         3          35 
 

14. Before coming to college, how much time in total have you spent living                                                           2.59                     2.00                      2.00 
or traveling in foreign countries? 

     < 1 mo.        <1yr.         1-3 yrs     3-5yrs       6yrs or more 

      24          38          14          8               18 
 

15.Where have you spent most of your life? 

      Urban Areas          Midsized Towns      Rural Areas 
               77                                        19                                4                    
 

16. What is your religious background? 

   Agnostic    Atheist      Buddhist    Catholic     Protestant      Hindu    Muslim   Spiritual 
              18               10                  8                       11                    18                       6                7                  11 
       
      Chr. Orth.       Shinto        Other  
                 9                        1                     2 
 

17. Before coming to college, how much time had you spent in countries where  

English is the primary or secondary language? 

       <1mo.     <1yr.     1-3 yrs         3-5yrs    6yrs or more 
            34             18             4                   10                 35    
 

18. What kind of high school did you attend?  

       Intl. School       Home     Local Public   Private Engl.   Private Other  Other/Combo 
                   16                        1                      46                         24                              8                            8 
 



FREQUENCY      MEAN           MEDIAN        MODE 
 

19. Did you attend a high school where English was the primary language of instruction? 

       Yes, All HS               Yes, at least 1 yr                 No 
               57                                      12                                         34 

 

20. Have you taken the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)? 

       Yes               No 
         71                32 
 

21. Score on the TOEFL  (percent correct)                                                                                                                       84.58                  89.51                93.33 

 

22. Version of TOEFL 

       Paper                 Computer        Internet 
          24                                   34                       12 
 

Social Habits   
 

 None  (1) A Little Some       A Lot All (5) 
23  Free time w/White                            2                      15                    29            50      6                   3.42   4.00    4.00 
       Americans              
24.  Free time – Americans       23                        28                    19                 27                1                2.54   2.00    2.00 
        (same ethnicity)    

 

25.  Free time – Americans        8                          28                     40                22                1                   2.80                     3.00    
3.00 
        (other ethnicities)    

 

26.  Free time – internationals        7            16       26             46       7              3.29   4.00    4.00 
        (same ethnicity)    

 

27.  Free time – internationals         4          12        28             48                10              3.47   4.00    4.00 
        (other ethnicities)    
 

28.  Hours per week spent with White Americans                     21.94   10.00  10.00 
 

29.  Hours/week – Americans (same ethnicity)                    11.00    5.00    0.00 
        

30.  Hours/week – Americans (other ethnicities)                    9.78   5.00   10.00 
       



 
31.  Hours/week – internationals (same ethnicity)                   13.76   10.00    5.00 
          FREQUENCY     MEAN           MEDIAN        MODE 
 

32.  Hours/week – internationals (other ethnicities)                 14.06  10.00   20.00 
        

33  Hours/day spent alone (leisure/work)                    3.78   4.00    4.00 
        

34.  Social Situations Questionnaire – weighted average                  1.81   1.67    1.03 
       (social difficulties in U.S.; possible score = 0-5; higher score = more difficulty) 

35.  Social Situations Questionnaire – items “never experienced”                 3.11   1.00    0.00 
 

36.  Are you extroverted or introverted? 

 introverted       somewhat introv        unsure          somewhat extrov        extroverted 
            5                                        8                                  36                              31                                      10                                                        

 

Cultural Adjustment Measures   

37.  Confidence in English language                   4.26  4.60    5.00 
       (possible score = 1-5; higher score = more confidence) 

 

38.  Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale                 1.71  1.60    1.05 
       (depressive symptoms in last week; possible score = 1-4; higher score = more depressed) 

 

39.  State-Trait Anxiety Inventory                    2.62  2.65    3.00 
       (anxiety since moving to U.S.; possible score = 1-4; higher score = more anxious) 

 

40.  Acculturative Stress Scale for International Students                 2.28  2.25    2.28 
       (stress during cultural adjustment; possible score = 1-5; higher score = more stress) 

 

41.  Sleep quality                      3.68  3.67    3.67 
       (during last month; possible score = 1-5; higher score = better sleep quality) 

 

42.  Individualism (Triandis‟ scale)                    5.77  5.94    5.00 
       (self-rating of individualistic characteristics; possible score = 1-9; higher score = more individualistic) 

 

43.  Collectivism (Triandis‟ scale)                    5.75  5.91    5.00 
       (self-rating of collectivistic characteristics; possible score = 1-9; higher score = more collectivistic) 

 

None Once Twice    3-5 Times    6-9 Times    10+ Times 
 



44.  In past two weeks, how many times             46     19          7              6                        3               1           1.83  1.00    1.00 
     have you had 5+ drinks?         

 
 

FREQUENCY      MEAN           MEDIAN        MODE 
 

 

College Adjustment Measures  

Very   Somewhat Somewhat Very 
Easy   Easy  difficult difficult  

45.  Understanding what professors expect 26  37  17    2                    1.92  2.00   2.00 
46.  Developing study skills                          19  32  25    6                    2.22  2.00    2.00 

47.  Adjusting to academic demands  19  28  29    4                    2.23  2.00    3.00 
48.  Manage time effectively   12  23  38    9            2.54  3.00    3.00 
49.  Get to know faculty    22   34   20    5            2.10  2.00    2.00 
50.  Make friends with male students  23   32   21     5             2.10  2.00    2.00 
51.  Make friends with female students  28   35   11    7            1.96  2.00    2.00 
52.  Make friends (other ethnicities)   29   35   13    4             1.90  2.00    2.00 
53.  Use available campus services    33   36   13                1.76  2.00    2.00 
        

Strongly     Strongly 
Agree  Agree  Disagree Disagree  

54.  Singled out because of ethnicity   2   10  29                       42                   3.34  4.00    4.00 
55.  Singled out because of sex              1    5  32  45            3.46  4.00    4.00 

56.  Heard faculty say ethnic stereotypes   5    15  32  31            3.07  3.00    3.00 
57.  Heard faculty say female stereotypes   4    12  32  35            3.18  3.00    4.00 
58.  Heard faculty say male stereotypes   3    18  31  31            2.08  3.00    3.00 
59.  Admissions portrayed campus    10    50  15  6            2.21  2.00    2.00 
       Accurately* 

60.  See myself in campus community   23    48   10   2            1.89  2.00    2.00 
61.  Faculty interested in students‟      39    35   8   1            1.65  2.00    1.00 
       academic problems 

62.  Faculty interested in students‟     15    34   28   5            2.28  2.00    2.00 
       personal problems 

63.  Staff interested in students‟     24    46   10   2            1.87  2.00    2.00 
       academic problems 

64.  Staff interested in students‟     17    41   19   5            2.15  2.00    2.00 
       personal problems 

65. A lot of racial tension on campus   5    15   34    29            3.05  3.00    3.00 

66. Feel like just a number on campus   4    23   37    19            2.86  3.00    3.00 



67. Strong competition for high grades   11    30   33    8            2.46  2.50    3.00 

68. Feel a sense of belonging on campus   25    40   14    3            1.94  2.00    2.00 
FREQUENCY      MEAN           MEDIAN        MODE 

 

 

 
       

To what extent have you experienced the following with students from  
a racial/ethnic group other than your own? 

      
Very often Often    Sometimes    Seldom   Never  

69.  Dined or shared a meal      46   12          1                         9              3  1.93  1.00    1.00 
70.  Discussed ethnic relations outside     26    17          23               14              3              2.41  2.00    1.00 
       of class 

71.  Had guarded, cautious interactions      9    8          2                         29              12  3.33  3.00    
4.00 
72.  Shared personal feelings and problems      24    21          29                     8                1  2.29  2.00    3.00 
73.  Had tense, somewhat hostile interactions     5    3          17                     25                33          3.94  4.00    5.00 
74.  Had intellectual discussions outside class    29    17          31                     6                             2.17  2.00    3.00 
75.  Felt insulted/threatened because of      2    2          16                     22              41           4.18  4.00    5.00 
       ethnicity 

76.  Studied or prepared for class      28    26          21                       6                2    2.13  2.00    1.00 
77.  Socialized or partied       35    21          17                      10                  2.02  2.00    

1.00 
78.  Attended events sponsored by other     19                 19          22              20              3  2.63  3.00    3.00 
       ethnic groups  

Since college have you… 
Frequently Occasionally      Not At All  

79.  Turned in assignments late       5        43              35   2.36  2.00    2.00 
80.  Spoke up in class        44        35              4   1.52  1.00    1.00 
81.  Discussed course content with students      46        35              2   1.47  1.00    1.00 
       outside of class 

82.  Skipped class        5        62              16   2.13  2.00    2.00 
83.  Received tutoring        11        34              38   2.33  2.00    3.00 
84.  Worked on a professor‟s research project    8        19              55   2.57  3.00    3.00 
85.  Turned in course assignments that did       17        54              12   1.94  2.00    2.00 
       not reflect your best work 

86.  Participated in intramural sports      15        28              40   2.30  2.00    3.00 
87.  Had difficulty getting along with      7        37              39   2.39  2.00    3.00 
       roommate(s) 

88.  Received guidance about educational      24        49              9   1.82  2.00    2.00 



       program from professor 

 

 

 
FREQUENCY      MEAN           MEDIAN        MODE 

 

89.  Received emotional support or       19        42              21   2.02  2.00    2.00 
       encouragement from professor 

90.  Received negative feedback about your      5        41              36   2.38  2.00    2.00 
       academic work from professor        

91.  Witnessed academic dishonesty/cheating     6        23              53   2.57  3.00    3.00 
92.  Went home for the weekend       3          12              67   2.78  3.00    3.00 
93.  Worked with an academic advisor to         25          46              11   1.83  2.00    2.00 
       select courses 

94.  Received advice/counseling from student    23          44              15   1.90  2.00    2.00 
95.  Fell asleep in class        6          40              36   2.37  2.00    2.00 
96.  Had difficulty enrolling in needed courses   13          33              36   2.28  2.00    3.00 

 
1 (Definitely  2 3 4 5 (Not Sure) 

97.  If you chose again, choose your college?   27                  34          13         2      6                2.10  2.00    2.00 
 
How satisfied are you with your: 
  

      Very    Somewhat  
  Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied  

98.  Overall experience at the college          27                   36       17    2                       1.93  2.00    2.00 
99.  Academic experience at the college          33      26        18    4               1.91  2.00    1.00 

100.Extracurricular experience at the college          20      28        27    6               2.23  2.00    2.00 
101. Social experience at the college           24      29        20    7               2.13  2.00    2.00 
102  First-year seminar experience at the college     19      27        22    10               2.29  2.00    2.00 
103  Living spaces (dorms, houses) at the college    22          34        17    9               2.16  2.00    2.00 
104  Learning spaces (class, labs) at the college       38      36        6    2               1.66  2.00    1.00 
 
International Student Orientation: 
 
                                                                 Strongly                                                                                 Strongly 
                                                                  Disagree       Disagree       Neutral       Agree         Agree 
105. Help create a network of friends               5                          5                         25                   29              18      3.61                   4.00                     
4.00 
106. Isolate you from American students        16                        26                       24                  12                3       2.51  2.00    2.00 
107. Teach about American culture                  8                         18                       29                   21                6       2.99  3.00    3.00 



108. Prepare for life at college                          5                         10                       29                   29                8 3.31  3.00    3.00 

 
 
 

 
FREQUENCY      MEAN           MEDIAN        MODE 

 

Unfriendly            Friendly 
Unsupportive       Supportive 
Sense of alienation  Sense of belonging 
1   2     3      4       5        6        7 

 

109.  Relationships with other students       1     2             5       19       22         32  5.91  6.00    7.00 
      

Unavailable        Available 
Unhelpful                        Helpful 
Unsympathetic                    Sympathetic 
1   2     3      4       5        6        7 

 

110.  Relationships with faculty members       2     3      13       20        17         26               5.54  6.00    7.00 
      
   

Unhelpful,            Helpful 
Inconsiderate,     Considerate 
Rigid            Flexible 
1   2     3      4       5        6        7 

 

111.  Relationships with administrative     5     2      22        13        23        15  5.15  5.00    6.00 
 personnel and offices 

 

 
About how many hours do you spend in a typical 7-day week doing each of the following? 
 

0    1-5     6-10    11-15    16-20    21-25    26-30    30+ 
 

112.  Preparing for class             9       7              16          18          11          9           11         5.06  5.00    5.00 
113.  Working for pay on campus   13    9      34             12        11            2                           3.06  3.00    3.00 
114.  Co-curricular activities   11   37    18              9           4               2                                       2.56  2.00    2.00 
115.  Relaxing and socializing     1   18       20            27        5               7            1          2           3.64  4.00    4.00 
 

 
 



FREQUENCY      MEAN           MEDIAN        MODE 
 

How do you perceive the overall campus climate for: 
 

      Very                 Very 
Comfortable     Comfortable    Uncomfortable  Uncomfortable 

116.  People of color     24  42    11             2             1.89  2.00    2.00 

117.  People with diverse religious and/or       23  49    5             2 1.82  2.00    2.00 

 spiritual backgrounds 

118. International students                   29   49     2                                                  1.66  2.00    2.00 

119.  Bisexuals/homosexuals or       22   49                 7                    1     1.84  2.00    2.00 
 Transgenderists  

120.  People with learning and/or physical      17   43      16                         3                     2.06  2.00    2.00 
 Disabilities 

 

How satisfied are you with the College in addressing the needs and interests of: 
 

          Very       Very 
      Satisfied      Satisfied       Dissatisfied      Dissatisfied   

121.  People of color     20  51   7    1                 1.86  2.00    2.00 

122.  People with diverse religious and/or       21  47   10    1     1.89  2.00    2.00 

 spiritual backgrounds 

123. International students                   27                      43    10                                                  1.79  2.00    
2.00 

124.  Bisexuals/homosexuals or     24   46    6    1    1.79  2.00    2.00 
 transgenderists 

125.  People with learning and/or physical       19   46    12    1                    1.93  2.00    2.00 
 Disabilities   

      
While at the College, have you ever felt harassed or had derogatory comments 
directed at you because of your: 
 

        Frequently   Occasionally      Seldom Never 
126.Race/ethnicity/culture         1                   11     27    42            3.36  4.00    4.00 

127.  Religious and/or spiritual beliefs  2           8     13    58            3.57  4.00    4.00 

128.  Sex/gender     1          12      11     57            3.53  4.00    4.00 

129.  Sexual orientation     1        8      10    62            3.64  4.00    4.00 

130.  Learning and/or physical disability    1         4       8      68            3.77  4.00    4.00 
 

131. How valuable/useful/helpful was First Year Seminar (FYS)? (if your school has one)  

            Not at All            Not Very            Neutral              Very               Extremely 



             Valuable             Valuable                                       Valuable          Valuable 
                                 3                                9                            26                        19                            6                               3.25                      3.00                     
3.00 

FREQUENCY      MEAN           MEDIAN        MODE 
 

132. Compared to what you imagined college would be like, how much time have you spent on academic work in college? 

            Much Less          A Little Less             About What      A little More      A Lot More  
    Than Expected     Than Expected            I Expected       Than Expected   Than Expected 
                     2                              20                                      20                               16                               21         3.43                      3.00                   
5.00 
 
Approximately how many hours per week do you spend contacting friends and family 
From home? 
                                                None         0-2       2-5       5-10     10-15      15-20        20+ 
133. Calling                                  8              48       18        2               1              1                  1                               2.33                       2.00                   
2.00 

134. Emailing                               3              56       12         6               1                                                                    2.31                       2.00                   
2.00 
135. Online Chatt/IMing/Skype  15             32        17             8        5             1                    1                              2.53                       2.00                   
2.00 
 

136. Especially because of time differences, does your computer/phone time with people from home make your sleep schedule  

erratic, make you sleepy, or make you sleep deprived? 

 Never Affects               Sometimes Affects     Often Affects    Almost Always Affects 
Sleep Negatively          Sleep Negatively     Sleep Negatively   Sleep Negatively 
              50                                               23                                3                                       3                                     1.48                     1.00                    
1.00 



Note: t-tests compare two groups on an ordinal or ratio variable; Mann-Whitney U-tests compare two groups on an interval variable 

*p < .05. **p < .01. 
 

Variable Grouping Mean SD t value U-value 

Age Freshmen 18.98 0.64 -2.23*  

Other 22.07 8.96  

Time in U.S. (in months) Freshmen 10.57 18.76   -4.35**  

Other 27.65 20.28  

Acculturative Stress Scale for International Students (ASSIS; 

in U.S.; 1 = low, 5 = high) 

Freshmen 2.45 0.61   2.29*  

Other 2.16 0.66  

Social Situations Questionnaire, weighted (SSQ-W ; in U.S.; 1 

= low, 5 = high) 

Freshmen 1.96 0.65   1.95*  

Other 1.72 0.52  

Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D; 

last 2 weeks; 1 = low, 4 = high) 

Freshmen 1.87 0.58   2.46*  

Other 1.60 0.55  

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; in U.S.; 1 = low, 4 = 

high) 

Freshmen 2.78 0.64   2.46*  

Other 2.50 0.50  

Confidence regarding English skills (1 = low, 5 = high) Freshmen 3.99 0.89   -3.11**  

Other 4.46 0.64  

Sleep quality (last month; 1 = poor, 5 = good) Freshmen 3.51 0.74 -2.19*  

Other 3.83 0.70  

Do you have any concern about your ability to finance your 

college education? (1 = low, 3 = major) 

Freshmen 2.18 0.66   -2.64**  

Other 1.83 0.57  

Since entering college, how has it been to understand what 

your professors expect of you academically?  

(1 = easy, 4 = difficult) 

Freshmen 2.27 0.74    -2.95** 

Other 1.76 0.76  

Since entering college, how has it been to develop effective 

study skills? (1 = easy, 4 = difficult) 

Freshmen 2.53 0.94  -2.26* 

Other 2.04 0.82  

Since entering college, how has it been to adjust to the 

academic demands of college? (1 = easy, 4 = difficult) 

Freshmen 2.47 0.86  -2.00* 

Other 2.08 0.86  

Since entering college, how has it been to get to know faculty? 

(1 = easy, 4 = difficult) 

Freshmen 2.41 0.95  -2.27* 

Other 1.92 0.80  

In class, I have heard faculty express stereotypes about 

racial/ethnic groups. (1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

Freshmen 2.78 1.02  -2.09* 

Other 3.25 0.77  



Variable Grouping Mean SD t value U-value 

In class, I have heard faculty express stereotypes about women. 

(1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

Freshmen 2.87 0.96  -2.40* 

Other 3.37 0.75  

Faculty here is interested in students' personal problems.  

(1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

Freshmen 1.77 0.72    -3.54** 

Other 1.57 0.70  

Staff here is interested in students' academic problems.  

(1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

Freshmen 2.10 0.65  -2.36* 

Other 1.74 0.72  

Staff here is interested in students' personal problems. 

(1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

Freshmen 2.45 0.85    -2.90** 

Other 1.94 0.74  

Since coming to college, how often have you had difficulty 

enrolling in the courses you need? (1 = frequently, 3 = never) 

Freshmen 2.03 0.75  -2.39* 

Other 2.44 0.67  

I feel like I am just another number on this campus. 

(1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

Freshmen 2.52 0.81    -2.84** 

Other 3.08 0.77  

I feel a sense of belonging with this college. 

(1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

Freshmen 2.20 0.81  -2.27* 

Other 1.76 0.74  

There is strong competition among most of the students for 

high grades. (1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

Freshmen 2.16 0.82  -2.46* 

Other 2.64 0.83  

Mark the box that best represents the quality of your 

relationships with faculty members. (1 = unfriendly, 7 = 

friendly) 

Freshmen 4.73 1.34    -4.15** 

Other 6.02 1.08  

Mark the box that best represents the quality of your 

relationships with administrative personnel and offices.  

(1 = unfriendly, 7 = friendly) 

Freshmen 4.60 1.33    -2.98** 

Other 5.47 5.47  

 



 

Variable Grouping Mean SD t value U-value 

Since entering college, how has it been to adjust to the 

academic demands of college? (1 = easy, 4 = difficult) 

Males 2.47 0.86  -2.37* 

Females 2.08 0.86  

In college, how often have you participated in intramural 

sports? (1 = frequently; 3 = not at all) 

Males 1.93 0.74    -3.31** 

Females 2.50 0.70   

In class, I have heard faculty express stereotypes about men. (1 

= agree, 4 = disagree) 

Males 2.78 1.02  -2.36* 

Females 3.25 0.77  

In class, I have heard faculty express stereotypes about women. 

(1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

Males 2.87 0.96  -2.22* 

Females 3.37 0.75  

How many times over the past two weeks have you had more 

than five drinks in a row? (1 = none; 6 = 10+) 

Males 2.21 1.40  -2.05* 

Females 1.63 1.05   

Since entering college, how has it been to develop close 

friendships with male students? (1 = easy, 4 = difficult) 

Males 1.83 0.66  -2.10* 

Females 2.27 0.96  

How comfortable do you perceive the overall campus climate 

for people of color? (1 = comfortable, 4 = uncomfortable) 

Males 1.63 0.63  -2.46* 

Females 2.04 0.75  

How comfortable do you perceive the overall campus climate 

for people with diverse religious and/or spiritual backgrounds? 

(1 = comfortable, 4 = uncomfortable) 

Males 1.63 0.56  -2.01* 

Females 1.94 0.68  

How satisfied are you with your college in addressing the 

needs and interests of international students?  

(1 = satisfied, 4 = dissatisfied) 

Males 1.57 0.57  -2.29* 

Females 1.92 0.66  

How satisfied are you with your college in addressing the 

needs and interests of bisexuals/homosexuals/transgenderists? 

(1 = satisfied, 4 = dissatisfied) 

Males 1.63 0.69  -2.14* 

Females 1.90 0.59  

Approximately how many hours per week do you spend calling 

friends and family from home? (1 = none, 7 = 20+) 

Males 2.00 0.85    -2.69** 

Females 2.50 1.02  

 



 

Variable Grouping Mean SD t value U-value 

Not counting this time in the United States for attending 

college, how many times have you traveled outside your home 

country? 

English 1st  8.92 3.16   3.93**  

ESL 5.75 3.67  

Before coming to college, how much time in total have you 

spent living or traveling in foreign countries? (Please include 

vacations, study abroad, etc.) (1 = > month; 5 = 6+ years) 

English 1st  3.23 1.27    -2.99** 

ESL 2.39 1.37  

Before coming to college, how much time had you spent in 

countries where English is the primary or secondary language? 

(1 = > month; 5 = 6+ years) 

English 1st  4.54 1.21    -5.34** 

ESL 2.41 1.55  

School pressures from family (1 = great; 5 = little) English 1st  2.17 0.83 -2.14*  

ESL 2.67 1.08  

English confidence (1 = not at all; 5 = extremely confident) English 1st  4.85 0.48    6.08**  

ESL 4.06 0.78  

Grade point average (4 point scale) English 1st  3.17 0.49 -2.34*  

ESL 3.51 0.66  

Since coming to college, how often have you received negative 

feedback about your academic work from professor? 

(1 = frequently; 3 = not at all) 

English 1st  2.00 0.53    -3.51** 

ESL 2.53 0.57  

Since coming to college, how often have you had difficulty 

getting along with your roommate(s)/housemate(s)? 

(1 = frequently; 3 = not at all) 

English 1st  2.14 0.64  -2.12* 

ESL 2.47 0.62  

Since coming to college, how often have you had difficulty 

enrolling in the courses you need? 

(1 = frequently; 3 = not at all) 

English 1st  2.00 0.69  -2.26* 

ESL 2.39 0.72  

While at your college, have you ever felt harassed or had 

derogatory comments directed towards you because of your 

learning and/or physical disability? (1 = frequently; 4 = never) 

English 1st  4.00 0.00  -2.40* 

ESL 3.67 0.69  

 



 

Variable Grouping Mean SD t value U-value 

Not counting this time in the United States for attending 

college, how many times have you traveled outside your home 

country? 

Western 7.90 3.59    3.33**  

Eastern 5.44 3.65  

Acculturative Stress Scale for International Students (ASSIS; 

in U.S.; 1 = low, 5 = high) 

Western 2.11 0.68 -2.49*  

Eastern 2.42 0.60  

Social Situations Questionnaire, weighted (SSQ-W ; in U.S.; 1 

= low, 5 = high) 

Western 1.66 0.51 -2.19*  

Eastern 1.93 0.61  

Time spent with Americans of own race (1 = none; 5 = all) Western 2.92 1.20    -2.73** 

Eastern 2.26 1.06  

On average, how many hours spent alone per day – work or 

leisure, not including sleep? (1 = zero; 6 = 10+) 

Western 3.50 0.85  -2.39* 

Eastern 3.97 1.03  

In class, I have heard faculty express stereotypes about 

racial/ethnic groups. (1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

Western 3.40 0.77    -3.06** 

Eastern 2.80 0.91  

In class, I have heard faculty express stereotypes about women. 

(1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

Western 3.46 0.70  -2.51* 

Eastern 2.98 0.91  

Since coming to college, how often have you turned in 

assignments late? (1 = frequently; 3 = not at all) 

Western 2.57 0.56    -2.68** 

Eastern 2.22 0.59  

Since coming to college, how often have you received negative 

feedback about your academic work from professor? 

(1 = frequently; 3 = not at all) 

Western 2.56 0.56  -2.38* 

Eastern 2.24 0.60  

Mark the box that best represents the quality of your 

relationships with administrative personnel and offices.  

(1 = unfriendly, 7 = friendly) 

Western 5.64 1.39    -2.87** 

Eastern 4.80 1.34  

Because of time differences, does your computer/phone time 

with people from home make your sleep schedule erratic, make 

you sleepy, or make you sleep deprived? (1 = no; 4 = always) 

Western 1.27 0.52  -2.19* 

Eastern 1.66 0.86  

 



 

Variable Grouping Mean SD t value U-value 

Which of these best describes your MOTHER'S highest level 

of schooling completed? (1 = elementary; 9 = PhD/EdD) 

White 7.90 3.59  -2.08* 

Non-White 5.44 3.65  

Acculturative Stress Scale for International Students (ASSIS; 

in U.S.; 1 = low, 5 = high) 

White 2.02 0.57 -2.51*  

Non-White 2.37 0.66  

Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale (CES-D; 

last 2 weeks; 1 = low, 4 = high) 

White 1.52 0.39 -1.97*  

Non-White 1.77 0.62  

Time spent w/ Americans of own race (1 = none; 5 = all) White 3.00 1.23  -2.40* 

Non-White 2.38 1.09  

Time spent w/ Americans: other ethnicities (1 = none; 5 = all) White 3.11 0.85  -2.16* 

Non-White 2.68 0.92  

On average, how many hours spent alone per day – work or 

leisure, not including sleep? (1 = zero; 6 = 10+) 

White 3.30 0.78    -3.16** 

Non-White 3.95 0.99  

In class, I have heard faculty express stereotypes about 

racial/ethnic groups. (1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

White 3.56 0.65    -3.44** 

Non-White 2.86 0.91   

In class, I have heard faculty express stereotypes about women. 

(1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

White 3.48 0.65  -2.00* 

Non-White 3.05 0.91  

In class, I have heard faculty express stereotypes about men.  

(1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

White 3.36 0.81  -2.06* 

Non-White 2.97 0.86   

In class, I have been singled out because of my gender. 

(1 = agree, 4 = disagree) 

White 3.68 0.56  -2.10* 

Non-White 3.36 0.69  

Had tense, somewhat hostile interactions with students from a 

racial/ethnic group other than your own (1 = often; 5 = never) 

White 4.40 0.71  -2.31* 

Non-White 3.74 1.24  

Felt insulted or threatened because of race/ethnicity  

(1 = often; 5 = never) 

White 4.48 0.96  -2.23* 

Non-White 4.05 0.98  

Felt harassed/had derogatory comments directed towards you 

because of race/ethnicity/culture? (1 = frequently; 4= never) 

White 3.63 0.71  -2.29* 

Non-White 3.25 0.76   

Since coming to college, how often have you spoken up in 

class? (1 = often; 3 = never) 

White 1.28 0.46  -2.38* 

Non-White 1.62 0.62   

Since coming to college, how often have you received 

advice/counseling from another student? (1 = often; 3 = never) 

White 2.17 0.64  -2.42* 

Non-White 1.79 0.67   



Variable – Controlling for year in school Grouping Mean SD df F value 

Acculturative Stress Scale for International Students (ASSIS; 

in U.S.; 1 = low, 5 = high) 

Western 2.14 0.10 1,98 3.89* 

Eastern 2.40 0.80  

Acculturative Stress Scale for International Students (ASSIS; 

in U.S.; 1 = low, 5 = high) 

White 2.06 0.12 1,98 5.31* 

Non-White 2.39 0.07  

Social Situations Questionnaire, weighted (SSQ-W ; in U.S.; 1 

= low, 5 = high) 

Western 1.69 0.10 1,98 3.10 

Eastern 1.91 0.08  

Social Situations Questionnaire, weighted (SSQ-W ; in U.S.; 1 

= low, 5 = high) 

White 1.70 0.12 1,98 1.11 

Non-White 1.85 0.07  

On average, how many hours spent alone per day – work or 

leisure, not including sleep? (1 = zero; 6 = 10+) 

Western 3.47 0.16 1,98 6.48* 

Eastern 3.99 0.13  

On average, how many hours spent alone per day – work or 

leisure, not including sleep? (1 = zero; 6 = 10+) 

White 3.26 0.19 1,98    10.62** 

Non-White 3.97 0.11  

 

 

Variable ASSIS CES-D STAI SSQ-W GPA Hours alone Extroversion SES 

Acculturative Stress (ASSIS)     --  .64**  .58**  .54** -.11  .38** -.35** -.20* 

Depression (CES-D)  .64**     --  .77**  .43** -.20*  .34** -.32** -.19* 

Anxiety (STAI)  .58**  .77**     --  .51** -.19*  .30** -.32** -.09 

Social Difficulties (SSQ-W)  .54**  .43**  .51**     -- -.12  .30** -.50** -.16 

Grade Point Average (GPA) -.11 -.20* -.19* -.12    -- -.09  .05 -.07 

Hours spent alone/day   .38**  .34**  .30**  .30** -.09     --  .44** -.05 

Extroversion  -.35** -.32** -.32** -.50**  .05  .44**      --  .07 

Socioeconomic status (SES) -.20* -.19* -.09 -.16 -.07 -.05  .07      -- 

English confidence -.35** -.29** -.35** -.46** -.09 -.20*  .16  .33** 

Sleep quality -.41** -.50** -.47** -.32** -.01 -.21*  .25**  .09 

Times traveled internationally -.19* -.15 -.18* -.14 -.16 -.21*  .08  .43** 

Time spent internationally -.06 -.08 -.19* -.12 -.20* -.03  .05  .42** 

Time in English-speaking 

countries 

-.11 -.01 -.07 -.19* -.17* -.11 -.05  .26** 

Making male friends  .43**  .25*  .21*  .40**  .02  .46** -.37** -.16 

Making female friends  .41**  .38**  .32**  .49** -.14  .29** -.25*  .04 



Variable ASSIS CES-D STAI SSQ-W GPA Hours alone Extroversion SES 

Making friends, other 

ethnicities 

 .31**  .40**  .36**  .37** -.21*  .40** -.33** -.10 

Relationships with students -.55** -.48** -.42** -.36**  .11 -.42**  .41**  .15 

Relationships with 

administrators 

-.47** -.43** -.42** -.25*  .34** -.32**  .24* -.07 

Using campus services  .43**  .58**  .53**  .28** -.23*  .45** -.23* -.17 

Time management  .30**  .44**  .41**  .40** -.30**  .23* -.15 -.04 

Receiving tutoring -.13 -.14 -.25* -.21*  .03 -.36**  .27**  .15 

Speaking up in class  .34**  .23*  .29**  .44** -.09  .21* -.46** -.25* 

Turned in assignments late -.13 -.35** -.35** -.40**  .35** -.27**  .20* -.17 

Had negative academic 

feedback 

-.18 -.29** -.23* -.14  .23* -.21*  .10 -.11 

Discuss course content outside 

class w/other students 

 .20*  .25*  .34**  .35** -.11  .09 -.23* -.21* 

See racial tension on campus -.42** -.35** -.31** -.27**  .27** -.20*  .32** -.08 

Feel threatened b/o ethnicity -.49** -.37** -.39** -.27**  .04 -.20*  .25* -.04 

Campus climate: People of 

color 

 .31**  .13  .13  .25*  .04  .08 -.22* -.19* 

Campus climate: Internationals  .27**  .19*  .10  .15  .10  .21* -.13 -.13 

Harassed b/o ethnicity/culture -.34** -.23* -.30** -.29**  .05 -.22*  .18  .09 

Shared meals w/other 

ethnicities 

 .27**  .40**  .29**  .28** -.22*  .31** -.18* -.21* 

Shared feelings w/other 

ethnicities 

 .06  .22*  .14  .17 -.00  .22* -.11 -.28** 

Shared discussions w/other 

ethnicities about race 

 .01  .17  .10  .13 -.10  .03 -.07 -.24* 

Socialized/partied w/other 

ethnicities 

 .29**  .30**  .24*  .33** -.20* .37** -.37** -.22* 

Attended activities sponsored 

by other ethnicities 

 .15  .30**  .27**  .20* -.21*  .19* -.17 -.24* 

Singled out b/o sex (gender) -.44** -.44** -.34** -.11  .05 -.19*  .02  .06 



Variable ASSIS CES-D STAI SSQ-W GPA Hours alone Extroversion SES 

Orientation taught American 

culture 

 .08  .12  .14  .13 -.05  .23* -.41** -.01 

See myself as part of campus 

community 

 .41**  .45**  .45**  .21*  .05  .30** -.19* -.19* 

Admissions portrayed 

accurately 

 .26*  .26**  .29**  .06 -.02  .22* -.12 -.14 

Pick this college again  .38**  .38**  .43**  .29** -.15  .28** -.23* -.01 

Satisfied with social experience  .41**  .44**  .44**  .34** -.17  .26* -.22 -.07 

Satisfied with living 

arrangements 

 .41**  .34**  .46**  .30** -.14  .19* -.05 -.12 

Satisfied with college overall  .48**  .57**  .61**  .31** -.23*  .29** -.26* -.08 

Email/Skype/IM with home  .29**  .29**  .24*  .05 -.13  .26* -.16 -.06 

Contacting home affects sleep  .20*  .12  .15  .04  .06  .15 -.20*  .02 



School Please list the three primary reasons you chose to attend your college/university. 
Beloit Exchange Program between host university and the college  friends had been here befor  Seize (students, campus) 
Beloit 

- close to chicago, madison  - strong economics department  - interesting classes, proffesors 
Beloit 

Fin aid, good school, friendly 
Beloit 

rank, environment 
Beloit 

1. financial aid  2. nearness to a family member  3. reputation 
Beloit 

timing  money  location 
Beloit 

-quit  -ranking  -number of international students having same backgroud 
Denison 

1. Near to relative  2. Good scholarship  3. Got accepted 
Denison 

Scholarship  I knew someone that had gone to this school  Student-Faculty ratio 
Denison 

small school, liberal arts education, small town 
Grinnell 

1. The exceptionally good quality of the education at this school.  2. Substantial Financial Aid  3. High ranking of the school 
Grinnell 

financial aid  location - rural  size - small 
Grinnell 

schoolarship they provided 

Grinnell Wanted to attend a liberal arts college in America  Wanted to become more independent and get away from my family.  

Attracted by the prestige over studying in the USA. 
Grinnell 

academic reputation  financial aid  special programs 
Grinnell 

1. Financial Aid  2. High-ranked college  3. High educational quality 
Grinnell 

To attend Med School in the future  I've always been in an American School  Liberal Arts College 
Grinnell 

ranking; financial aid; liberal arts education 
Grinnell 

Financial aid, reputation, academic program 
Grinnell 

good educatio  playing sports being independent 
Grinnell 

scholarship  rank  chance 
Grinnell 

financial aids  small liberal arts college  good rate 
Grinnell 

1. Reputation  2. People  3. Smaller student population 
Kenyon 

1. Size  2. Financial Aid 
Kenyon 

1. Financial Aid  2. Liberal Arts  3. Study abroad experience 
Kenyon 

financial aid, 'learning in the company of friends', communication and advice from other intl students 
Kenyon 

1. High academic standards  2. Academic freedom  3. Financial aid 
Kenyon 

soccer, experience, opportunities 
Lawrence 

the music program, the small size and the facilities 
Lawrence 

To be successful in future, to meet people, Parents 



Lawrence 
scholarship money  division III basketball  liberal arts education 

Lawrence -Had a reputation for enrolling many students from my home country.  -Got some financial aid.  -Did not want to go to school 

in my home country. 
Lawrence 

scholarship, music, sports 
Lawrence 

Academics, liberal arts, environment 
Lawrence 

1. financial aid  2. small school  3. the friends i've made 
Lawrence 

financial aid, small campus and government degree 
Lawrence 

1. Small school  2. Strong emphasis on music  3. Good financial aid 
Lawrence 

Liberal,secure,rather high scholarship 
Lawrence 

job, quality of education, english speaking 
Lawrence 

Location, international student population, academics 
Richmond 

prestige  facilities 
Richmond 

it gave me the scholarship I needed 
Whitman 

1. level of education  2. older brother attended it.  3. small campus community 
Whitman 

1. ranking  2. environmental studies program  3. scholarship 
Whitman 

liberal arts  rigorous  quality of life 
Whitman 

scholarship opportunity, parents, not enough info available, at the point in time is seemed like the best opportunity 
Whitman 

financial aid  liberal arts education  location 
Whitman 

Tennis, academics, liberal arts 
Wooster 

financial aid  liberal arts  good recommendations from alumni and current students 
Wooster 

get a better job  meet more people  find a good girlfriend 
Wooster 

Finacial aid 
Wooster 

1.) They offered a large scholarship  2.) A small, isolated College  3.) Encouragement from a legacy 
Wooster 

It reminded me of my boarding school.     I like the small community.     People were friendly. 
Wooster 

i didn't have choice. Fulbright decided for me. 
Wooster 

1. northern location/weather  2. financial aid  3. international students % 

Wooster 1) I was accepted with adequate financial aid.  2) It was ranked higher than my other choices.  3) Its small size, coeducational 

nature, friendliness to international students. 
Wooster 

financial aid  ranking in princeton review  small liberal arts 
Wooster 

1. Liberal art college  2. I.S.  3. It is in Ohio, where is safer 
Wooster 

Positive evaluation of alumni  Beautiful campus  Small size 
Wooster 

-I.S.  -Parents  -Had good majors 



Wooster 
Scholarship  International  Recruiter 

Wooster 
major  study abroad  funds 

Wooster I got a lot of aid.  My cousin went to the same college.  Because of the percentage of international students as compared to some 

of the other colleges. 
Wooster 

1. Financial aid  2. Small size  3. Small town, thus less distractions 
Wooster 

small campus   diversity  Liberal arts college 
Wooster 

scholarship 
Wooster 

The I.S. Actually 
Wooster 

Great academic programs  Good Financial Aid  Good reputation 

 

School Why did you choose a liberal arts college, rather than a state university or schooling in your home country? 

Beloit 
- I learnt about Beloit b/c I came here as an exchange student. However I decided to transfer here because it would give me 

better opportunities for the future 

Beloit Smaller=more individual attention, better education, you get to know your profs well 

Beloit small,good 

Beloit Better financial aid... 

Beloit more holistic approach to learning and like small knit community 

Beloit college is small and easy to find people to help 

Beloit Personal preference  Academic environment  Social climate 

Denison 1. Wide range of courses  2. Easy to apply to  3. Small and individualized 

Denison I was not sure what I wanted my major to be. 

Denison i wanted the personal attention given to students and the small class size. I was nervous about being 'lost in a crowd' 

Grinnell No course requirements, liberal arts concept, small classes 

Grinnell to study whatever I want 

Grinnell 
1. Smaller classrooms with more individual attention and better teaching.  2. Close campus environment with a strong sense of 

belonging.  Both of these would have been hard to find either in a state school or at schooling in my home country. 

Grinnell needed time to think about what to major in. more personalised attention 

Grinnell schoolarship they provided 

Grinnell Have always been in private education with small classes, and good faculty, wanted the same experience in college. 

Grinnell interaction between professors and students 

Grinnell 1. Financial Aid  2. to explore new areas of studies 

Grinnell More opportunity  Smaller classes  Wide variety of classes 

Grinnell attention; financial aid; faculty 

Grinnell to pursue an open cirriculum in an intellectually stimulating environment 



Grinnell Because of the academic experience 

Grinnell opportunity 

Kenyon Class size, quality of education 

Kenyon Small class size, lower faculty-student ratio 

Kenyon financial aid offered, friendlier environment, more opportunities for development 

Kenyon 
I did it because they offered better financial aid, although had I been an American student, I probably would've made the same 

choice, based on a preference for a more intimate environment. 

Kenyon financial aid 

Lawrence I thought a liberal arts college would prepare me better for the future by facilitating me to become a well-rounded person. 

Lawrence Because I want to be diverse 

Lawrence I wanted a diverse education and a small college atmosphere 

Lawrence 
Becuase there where more oppotunities at liberal arts colleges especially for someone like me who wanted to explore other 

options before declaring a major. 

Lawrence something different and liberal 

Lawrence 1. small school  2. unsure of major  3. wanted to experience life outside of Lima 

Lawrence because it is the best education on can have 

Lawrence 
1. Wanted time to decide what to major in, which you can't do in my country  2. Didn't want to feel like a number at a large 

school 

Lawrence It helps students to explore their potential abilities most. 

Lawrence open minded, diverse education 

Lawrence small student:faculty ratio, broader learning 

Lawrence small, broad education, life skills learned 

Richmond I did not choose it. i would have rather gone to an institute of technology. 

Whitman the variety of classes I could take, and the smaller size. 

Whitman 1. aid  2. academic conditions  3. social connections 

Whitman small  rigorous  quality of life 

Whitman "prestige" and "credentialism" 

Whitman smaller student body would not reduce me to a number and allow for more faculty attention 

Whitman wanted to study a broad range of subjects 

Wooster more close-knit  diverse and laid back and less competitive  more attention from faculty and staff 

Wooster financial aid  not many students  offer some background knowledges 

Wooster The education here is better than at home (Jamaica. 

Wooster I like the way liberal arts degrees are set up (course-wise). 

Wooster The school reminded a lot of my boarding school. 

Wooster less students/per classroom  alumni network 



Wooster 

I chose a liberal arts college because I wasn't entirely sure what field I wanted to pursue in my education(and career). I felt that 

a liberal arts curriculum would help me better decide what I was really interested in as well as help me to get a more rounded 

education. 

Wooster Having a well rounded education is the best way to prepare yourself for other opportunities that will approach you in life. 

Wooster i can communicate more with professors, have better study resources 

Wooster Experience of American culture and the possibility of following multiple subjects 

Wooster -needed special attention 

Wooster Chance for varied education. 

Wooster finicial aids 

Wooster Because I did not know what I wanted to major in.  I wanted a different experience than what is offered back home. 

Wooster 
It offers a variety of courses and you are not forced to concentrate on only courses for your major but are free to explore your 

other interests. 

Wooster you learn a lot ..it makes you think critically...makes you creative and you learn a lot 

Wooster the majority of people told me it would be more helpful if I go to a smaller college. 

Wooster 
I really liked the small size of colleges and the "family rule" is that all children in my family must attend a college/university 

(no other kind of school is acceptable) in the state of Ohio. 

Wooster I wanted to go to a small school where I broadened my horizons! 

 

 

School How is the liberal arts approach to learning different from high school or higher education in your home country? 

Beloit it is not. 

Beloit - more studies 

Beloit Gives more options, more flexible, not just lectures, there r extracurr activites on campus 

Beloit big 

Beloit Not very different. 

Beloit more variety of courses and holistic approach 

Beloit courses and professiors are more difficult and strict 

Denison much more holistic, less competitive 

Denison It is not as specialized and I feel I do not know enough about my area of study as a senior to go into the work force this May. 

Denison 
GREAT academic experience. I am expose to different kinds of fields. Learn how to write and speak well, think critically. 

Acquire great skills inside and outside the classroom. 

Grinnell A lot more critical thinking and writing. 

Grinnell high school 

Grinnell to study whatever I want 

Grinnell The liberal arts approach is different because it allows students to study a broad range of subjects while at college. In my home 



country, students are forced to choose specialized study in individual disciplines in high school itself and have even less choice 

at college. Individualized attention and small class sizes are also not typically found in my home country. 

Grinnell not that different at all really 

Grinnell various classes from differen sections, offering wide background 

Grinnell 
not very different from high school, but different from university education because there is no undergrad system in my 

country. 

Grinnell more challenging but also more fun 

Grinnell 1. it is liberal  2. it is effective  3. it helps a person to be a well-rounded individual 

Grinnell Smaller classes  Very outspoken  Very interactive 

Grinnell freedom 

Grinnell much more freedom and independence are given to students. 

Grinnell Very different. European type of education back home. 

Kenyon High school system is based on a lecture-tutorial system. 

Kenyon it is very similar to high school education but maybe broader 

Kenyon 

There is complete academic freedom: I can further inquire about and question what I am taught.  Also, there are strict standards 

for academic honesty; in my high school at home, students would often cheat, and this behaviour was tolerated by many 

teachers.  Furthermore, the expectations that professors here have are higher and the quality of the teaching and the material that 

supports it is higher. 

Kenyon forces you to take classes you may not be interested in or good at 

Lawrence The liberal arts approach teaches how to learn while in my country, education is there purely to gain knowledge from. 

Lawrence It is very different 

Lawrence not that different 

Lawrence It is much more diverse and demanding. 

Lawrence building fuller knowledge, being King of a kind and Jacks of all field 

Lawrence 
it forces you to take stuff you dont want to which makes scheduling hard to do, especially since the advisors ive come across are 

mediocre (at best) at advising on academic scheduling. 

Lawrence I do not know 

Lawrence 1. More emphasis on critical thinking  2. Requires more initiative from students   3. Emphasis on well-roundedness 

Lawrence Didn't have any 

Lawrence more academically demanding, feel of community on campus 

Lawrence More liberal than very specific learning 

Lawrence same as above 

Richmond is almost the same 

Whitman it teaches you how to think, not what to think. 

Whitman 1. strong support from professors  2. more motivated students 



Whitman it's education that has a purpose, instead of high school where education seemed to not have any purpose at all. 

Whitman extremelly different, back home we would have to memorize everything, no emphasis on analytical thinking or free thinking 

Whitman very different 

Whitman not very different at all in fact 

Wooster diverse  more practical  reading intensive 

Wooster to high school, no difference  to higher education, liberal arts require more exams, readings 

Wooster It is not different. 

Wooster There is a lot greater focus on social and ethical issues at College. 

Wooster I have to take classes that are outside of my major. Such as religion. 

Wooster you can take the courses you want, in Russia we don't have choice. 

Wooster more open to ideas  research skills 

Wooster 

The liberal arts approach to learning is not much different from the high school I studied in because I went to an international 

school with a breadth of subjects. However, the liberal arts approach is very different to the education at undergraduate level 

back home where a student would need to decide a 'narrow' course of study before their first day of classes. 

Wooster It's more intensive as it expects you to be able to do different subjects rather than just specialize in sciences etc.. 

Wooster much more papers, much more readings 

Wooster Back home you have to declare a major right away. Classes are chosen for you. You follow a marked path. 

Wooster -more personal, less indifferent. Not degree based and very specific, allows for exploration. 

Wooster It's not really. 

Wooster more critical, closer to professors 

Wooster 
It is a different experience which encompasses a broad range of subjects . There are interesting and open-minded people who 

attend the college. 

Wooster 

 
In Jamaica, there is not a choice to mix departments or to even create your own major. The degree earned is pretty standard 

Wooster different ..freedom of learning new things 

Wooster you get to choose and experience different courses. 

Wooster The classes are more diverse in subject 

Wooster Its more open, sometimes more challenging and very informal which I like 

 

 



 

School How valuable/useful/helpful was your First Year Seminar (FYS)? (if your school has one) Tell us more 

Beloit Boring, I had to do it... Make it 2-3 weeks not an entire semester 

Denison I met people that are still my friends now. 

Denison It was ok. I had better classes. 

Grinnell Grinnell's first-year seminar programme prepares one for the style of work that is expected for clases here. 

Grinnell Even though I though the class was very difficult, it did prepare me for other classes. 

Grinnell tutorial is kind of good in terms of learning how to do some school stuffs but it lacks academic depth 

Kenyon 
I took "Quest for Justice," a first-year seminar in Political Science.  It helped me convince myself that I was truly interested in 

the field and it gave me a really good introduction to political thought. 

Lawrence It was not that helpful but not hurtful either 

Lawrence I'm not big on English... 

Lawrence Great! 

Lawrence 

I can only assume this FYS is freshman studies. This class has made me hate this school. My writing skills have dramatically 

decreased and half the professors teaching this should not be. It is completely unacceptable that computer science profs, and 

music performance profs, and band directors are teaching english and philosophy. Each work should have a designated teacher 

in the area of the subject at hand. 

Lawrence 
Helped me meet professors, students, read works I would have normally not read. Helped me learn to write a good, thesis-

driven paper, how to think critically and express my opinions fluently. 

Whitman too much of information to take in at once, at times 

Wooster it was one of my hardest classes and with one of the most amazing professors i have ever been taught by. 

Wooster no useful knowledge 

Wooster 

I liked my FYS alot. We got to pick the FYS topics that we would like from a list, so it was easier to be engaged because we 

were not placed in a FYS that we did not like. It did not really prepare me for some of the writing that i had to do, but i learned 

quite a bit. 

Wooster 
My teacher was Mr.Kammer, and he made my FYS the best class I have ever had. He is completely free of discrimination and 

bias, and has an intense ability to teach about world issues. 

Wooster I got to share much of my experience and personal values in the class. The topic itself was very interesting. 

Wooster 
first year seminar is a waste of time, it does not teach you anything different than out regular classes do, it's the same if not less 

beneficial. I don't/didn't know any of the people from my first year seminar still... 

Wooster 
FYS was very valuable because of the content itself(Recreational Drugs). Also, I made very good acquaintances from FYS - I 

am quite close to some of my friends from FYS. 

Wooster The class was boring 

Wooster 
the point is to engage students and make them feel part of college life (intgrate them) and to help them with writing skills. Can't 

say that both were well  developed. 



Wooster 
Personally, I disliked it. It was a waste of time. The classes turned out to be totally different than the description that was 

provided. 

Wooster I learnt a lot about American history and culture. It opened my eyes to many things. 

Wooster I learned the subject matter, and in terms of writing skills the only thing that I learned was what a peer reviewed article is. 

 

School 
Please indicate in the order of importance three changes that you would recommend the College consider improving to 

enhance the experience for its international students. Be as specific as possible. 

Beloit 
- creating more awereness to us students about the issues that an international student might have when coming to study in the 

US..(open their eyes and dont judge you) 

Beloit 

I completely avoided any activites of a sort, because I knew intl stus tend to hang out together and complain about US culture, 

so I hung out just w/ Americans. Intl stus I do know I met randomly, not because I wanted to hang out with then since they were 

foreign. Stop segregating... 

Beloit English ability  social events  trips 

Beloit food schedule, academic achievement 

Beloit 
better communication with student before arrival  buddy program, pairing with an American student  international student 

counselor 

Denison 
1. Better support and advising  2. More official support for needs  3. More acknowledgement of their existence, more 

acceptance 

Denison 
Get rid of international student orientation  Don't group international students together in same first year dorms.  Have more 

reunions where international students can get together (dinners, lunches etc.) 

Grinnell 

1)Consider pairing up international students with American students to better acclamatize the internationals to American 

college culture.  2)Strongly encourage international students to participate in campus groups, student government and other 

campus activities.  3)Emphasize to international students that understanding American culture is a learning experience in itself, 

and that they(internationals) can extract the most from their college experiences only if they attempt to understand and try to be 

part of American Society. 

Grinnell 
1) Re-instate the need-blind financial policy  2) better facilities available over the long breaks when international students 

cannot go home  3) 

Grinnell Do you accept too many students from the same country    Dining Hall is too expensive 

Grinnell 

1. Should encourage American students to communicate more with international student.  2. Should warn American students 

not to leave international students out.  3. Should teach the students how you should be tolerant of differences ( I feel that even 

though Americans talk a lot about tolerant of differences, almost of all of them are hypocrite. 

Grinnell 
Don't make the international kids feel more isolated.  Have meals with American Students    American TV characters and 

musicians who are often reffered too. 

Grinnell 
financial aid for international students; better   admission pre-study so that you can make better judgements; make college truely 

limitless, increase the limit of credits one can have per semester 

Grinnell Mix with american students 



Kenyon 
1. Transportation to major cities  2. More support/activities organized for international students over break  3. More cultural 

activities 

Kenyon better outdoor sport facilities, better explanations from professors on how to complete tests, community bikes 

Lawrence 1. more non-midwest origin students.  2. more international students.  3. more racial diversity. 

Lawrence 
- Provide more financial aid for international students  -Provide more individualized counselling for adlusting to life in the U.S.  

-Proivde roommates of the same/close ethnicity 

Lawrence More available int'l orientation program. 

Lawrence blending in to other people 

Lawrence 1. make the admissions/about the university information accurate 

Lawrence Increase international students' scholarship. Provide more acdemic resources to satisfy special needs. Provide ethical food. 

Lawrence More financial aid options available for international students. More in-depth awareness of American culture. 

Whitman 
1. Provide writing workshop for intl. students.  2. Provide a chance to connect with some American students in advance.  3. 

Talk to professors about the academic needs of the intl. students. 

Whitman allow international students to go on scrambles 

Whitman 
comprehensive international orientation- allowing for time for things to sink in.   help international students integrate int o the 

campus community   larger international enrollment but less emphasis on diversity 

Wooster 1. more academic adjustments  2. socially make them feel more at home 

Wooster 
provide the list of international students (including the living place, email)  hold many hall meetings  hold many cultural events  

cook more international food 

Wooster 
1. Small extended deadlines if we need to have documents sent to us from home.  2. Excused abcences if we NEED to travel 

home.  3. Food that is actually from our country. 

Wooster 
1.) Larger variety of languages offered at the College (e.g. Arabic).  2.) Accept more international students to the College.  

3.)Organize more social events for International AND local students. 

Wooster 

Open a consultant table for international students with their specific concerns (concerns that may not be understood by or make 

sense for the American people)    Hold more fun parties like the Diwali Dinner    Don't let the international program make the 

international students feel segregated from the American community. 

Wooster 
don't tell them every time that they are very different but still very welcome and respected in the college. the less they 

emphasize the differences, the better international student feels. 

Wooster 
1. get american faculty to care about international students and actually learn their values,too.  2. COOK better food in lowry 

because int'l students are used to organic food that tastes good.   3. have more trips for international students! 

Wooster 

1) course selection and information about majors. On the time that was designated for exploring majors, there was only enough 

time to explore 3 majors - we need time for more time to explore majors.   2) more knowledge about the geography of both the 

college and the downtown area. This can be done by organizing a walk downtown and spending more time exploring campus 

during orientation.  3) less time listening to speeches. 

Wooster 
1) have a longer international student orientation  2)have a longer new student orientation in order for the internationals to better 

get to integrate with locals  3) Have more authentic international food on campus 



Wooster cannot think about any 

Wooster 
Let faculty know what students are international and do not have English as their first language so that this fact can be taken 

into consideration. 

Wooster Advisor Support  Group Events Past Freshman Year  More Awareness 

Wooster critical thinking  professinal writing skills  making close friends 

Wooster 
1) Providing more financial aid.  2) Have talks to familiarize the international students about American culture.  3) More variety 

of food. 

Wooster 

1. Be more flexible with meals plans so that international students can have the option to cook their own food without feeling 

that they are wasting money (swipes).  2. Have an informational session with most first year classes professors to inform them 

about international students various educational systems in their home country, and find a way to link it to the American 

system.  3. Have more informal meetings with international students throughout their college career and not just during their 

first year and senior years. 

Wooster 

I don't think that there should be a dorm for international students  It should be a dorm for people with international issues    

International Students are often represented as being different people from there American peer. They are, but they are also 

different from each other as well. An individual from Ghana is just as different from an American individual, just like a 

Bolivian individual is different a Colombian Individual.   What I'm saying is, that, we are all different. Even each American 

student, enough so, that each person should be respected as if they were from another country.   I feel that my Learning 

Institution makes FAR TOO BIG of a deal about internationalness. It should be celebrated but I do not think that learning 

institution should try so hard to be "International" institutions. 

Wooster I think the college is doing a great job! Just keep it up! 

 

School 
Comments/Other on “Approximately how many hours per week do you spend calling, emailing, and online chatting 

with friends and family from home?” question. 

Lawrence 
I can't call them as much as I would like to, because of the time difference (about 12 hours) and the fact that I always have so 

much to do. 

Wooster I spend a decent amount of time on Facebook connecting with my friends from my home country who study in the US. 

Wooster I'm so busy!!! 

 



 

School Is there anything else you would like us to know? 

Beloit 
Beloit is great academically but sometimes for people who had lived in a large city all of their lives is stressful to move to this 

environment..where the social scene is completely different 

Grinnell no 

Grinnell Grinnell College is fantastic. 

Lawrence I enjoyed the survey very much 

Lawrence 

I have really been dissapointed with my college experience so ar but i do not think it is the United States in general. I think this 

campus is in too much of a rural withdrawn area and i prefers bigger cities with MUCH more diversity. For the amount of 

money I have to pay, i expected more. 

Lawrence 
Freshman studies is a joke and i strongly encourage its removal. At the very least, the school should offer testing out of this 

through essay or something. 

Lawrence no 

Wooster This is a long survey 

Wooster Nope. 

Wooster 
The College of Wooster takes good care of its international students, and is quite successful at giving them a "home away from 

home". 

Wooster protect your belongings 

Wooster Woosters tuition is extremely expensive and International students get far less financial aid than citizens despite our needs. 

Wooster I am enjoying here a lot! 
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Objectives

Presentation (~25 minutes)

The Liberal Arts Institutions, Small & Residential 
(LAIS&R) collaboration

LAIS&R’s recent (2007-2008) survey at 8 colleges across 
the U.S. of international students

Identifying students who may be at risk for cultural adjustment 
problems

Qualitative research (data driven) findings to help guide 
prevention and intervention programs

An overview of web-based program evaluation

Small-Group Discussion (~25 minutes)

Large-Group Discussion (~20 minutes)



The LAIS&R Collaborative

 http://www.nafsa.org/about.sec/migs/liberal_arts

The mission is:
To facilitate communication among members, including 

general networking and coordination of gatherings of our 
members at the annual NAFSA conference and/or other 
venues

To assure that topics of interest to small, residential liberal 
arts colleges are included and to promote the liberal arts 
perspective on higher education at NAFSA conferences

To educate OSEAS constituents about our unique mission and 
services

To share data from our members that would help us advocate 
for the liberal arts and to inform our decision-making. 

http://www.nafsa.org/about.sec/migs/liberal_arts


Why Collect Data?

Testing what we know as service providers

Who are our students, descriptively?

How are they faring?

What do they need?

Conversing with faculty/administrators

“Show me the numbers”

“How do you know?”

Accreditation push: Formal assessment may be 
required for you now (or will be soon)



Data-Driven Program Evaluation

Consider doing yourself or hiring consultant
Can be qualitative or quantitative
Surveys
Focus groups
Interviews

For greater response rates, consider:
On-line collection
Small incentives (cultural capital) – like food

Can find MANY unpublished measures in the 
psychology & social sciences literature
PsycINFO database
Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) database
Uncopyrighted sample measures posted to NAFSA



Contacting Your IRB 
(Institutional Review Board)

Why is it a good idea?

Technically required at any institution to collect 
data, usually even if it is program evaluation

IRB reviews content of survey & procedure and 
ethics regarding any data collection

May have campus-specific guidelines for 
incentives, for example:

Wooster: NO gift cards unless taxed

In Georgia, drawings for filling out surveys are 
“games of chance” & illegal without an opt-in option 
without doing the survey



Research: Theory Driven & Applied
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Cultural Adjustment

Broader than culture shock (Oberg, 1960)

Process of fitting in and feeling comfortable 
in new society (e.g., Ward & Kennedy, 1996)

Social adjustment

Psychological functioning
Anxiety, depression

Campus-specific adjustment



Acculturative Stress

Stress specifically related to cultural 
adjustment process

Mixed findings on relationship between 
acculturation and acculturative stress 
(supports independence of constructs)

Acculturative stress related to psychosocial 
dysfunction and poorer mental health (Berry, Kim, 

Minde, & Mok, 1987; Sodosky & Lai, 1997; Wickline, 2002, 2007; Wickline & 
Nowicki, 2008)



Acculturation Theory

Triandis’ (1995) Acculturation Theory

Acculturation: Encountering and adopting new 
ways of thinking, feeling, and behaving

Greater cultural distance = Greater adjustment 
difficulties

While not orthogonal, Asian values, beliefs, 
behaviors least similar to Western norms

Asian international students in the U.S. 
sometimes report more stress and difficulties 
than Europeans (Church, 1982; Sodowksy & Lai, 1997)



LAIS&R Survey: Purpose

Survey to 8 liberal arts colleges nationwide 

Liberal Arts Institutions, Small and Residential 
(LAIS&R) collaborators

How do students from small schools fare? 

Compare means to possible range of scores 
(descriptive data)

Compare groups within sample (inferential)

Correlations between adjustment variables 
(inferential)

Comparisons to big school samples (inferential)



LAIS&R Survey: Participants

103 international individuals 

12% response rate (916 possible)

30% attrition rate (113 started survey, 103 did majority, 
79 completed entirely)
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LAIS&R Survey: Participants

Mean age = 20.1 years 

Average time in country  = 20.1 months

Volunteer sample: Emails, flyers, listservs

Drawing for eight $25 gift certificates
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LAIS&R Survey: Methods

Measures derived from student satisfaction and 
engagement surveys & psychology research
Consulted with institutional research director

Literature “digging” in databases such as PsycINFO and 
Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI)

Survey can be done in a cost-effective manner 
Most measures were FREE to use 

Can recruit a statistical consultant?

For suggestion of some instruments you can use, 
please see sources cited throughout & Word 
document supplementing this presentation



Measures: Psychological

 Acculturative Stress Scale for International Students 
(ASSIS)
 Sandhu & Asrabadi, 1994

 Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale    
(CES-D)
 Radloff, 1977

 Individualism/Collectivism
 Triandis, 1995

 Sleep quality & English confidence
Wickline, 2002, 2007

 Social Situations Questionnaire (SSQ)
 Furnham & Bochner, 1982

 State-Trait Anxiety Inventory – Form Y (STAI)
 Spielberger & Vagg, 1984 ($0.75 per respondent)



Measures: Student Engagement

The College of Wooster Attitudinal Inventory and 
2005 Wooster First-Year Student Survey

National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) 
2006 ($100 for permissions)

http://nsse.iub.edu/index.cfm

2006 Cooperative Institutional Research Program 
(CIRP) Freshman Survey
http://www.gseis.ucla.edu/heri/freshman.html

Your First College Year (YFCY) 2006 Survey
http://www.gseis.ucla.edu/heri/yfcy/

http://nsse.iub.edu/index.cfm
http://www.gseis.ucla.edu/heri/freshman.html
http://www.gseis.ucla.edu/heri/yfcy/


LAIS&R Survey: Methods

 Online survey through Surveymonkey.com

 User friendly

 Subscription is $25 per month or $200/year

 Fee can be shared with other departments/offices

 To view our survey & measures, please see:
 http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=dm5qIJSQuyGENhQuofPeTA_3d_3d

Password: EMORYDANVA2

 For a more campus-specific form from 2006-2007 see:
 http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=RMq2Fp_2fbs_2fhTL8GV_2fl7Fyw_3

d_3d

Password: EMORYDANVA2

 Complete survey results available from Dr. Wickline (or 
handout available on NAFSA website)

http://www.surveymonkey.com/
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=dm5qIJSQuyGENhQuofPeTA_3d_3d
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=RMq2Fp_2fbs_2fhTL8GV_2fl7Fyw_3d_3d
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=RMq2Fp_2fbs_2fhTL8GV_2fl7Fyw_3d_3d


Descriptive Findings

Participants spent 3-4 hours alone/day

Including eating, hygiene, and studying

In other words, they are not isolated

Students relatively confident about English skills

Many were fluent/native speakers

Low/moderate levels of:

Depressive symptoms

Acculturative stress

Binge drinking

Sleep problems

 Moderate levels of anxiety



Freshmen vs. Older

Freshmen 

M (SD)

Older 

M (SD) t

Acculturative Stress 2.45 (0.61) 2.16 (0.66) 2.29*

Depression 1.87 (0.58) 1.60 (0.55) 2.46*

State Anxiety 2.78 (0.64) 2.50 (0.50) 2.46*

Sleep Quality 3.51 (0.74) 3.83 (0.70) -2.19*

Social Difficulties 1.96 (0.65) 1.72 (0.52) 1.95 +

English Confidence 3.99 (0.89) 4.46 (0.64) -3.11**

Note. For freshmen, n > 43. For older students, n > 59. 
t > +1.96 means that the findings were significant, not likely due to chance.
+ p < .08. *p < .05. **p < .01.



West vs. East

Western

M (SD)

Eastern

M (SD) t

Acculturative Stress 2.11 (0.68) 2.42 (0.60) -2.49*

Depression 1.61 (0.59) 1.78 (0.57) -1.50

State Anxiety 2.56 (0.57) 2.66 (0.58) -0.84

Sleep Quality 3.69 (0.82) 3.67 (0.68) 0.14

Social Difficulties 1.66 (0.51) 1.93 (0.61) -2.19*

English Confidence 4.39 (0.67) 4.15 (0.84) 1.47

Note. For Western hemisphere, n > 40. For Eastern hemisphere, n > 60.
t > +1.96 means that the findings were significant, not likely due to chance.
+ p < .08. *p < .05. **p < .01.



Correlation Analyses

Variable

Acc. 

Stress Depression Anxiety GPA

Social 

Problems

English confidence -.35** -.29** -.35** -.09 -.46**

Extroversion -.35** -.32** -.32** .05 -.50**

Hours alone/day .38** .34** .30** -.09 .30**

Sleep quality -.41** -.50** -.47** -.01 -.32**

Acculturative stress -- .64** .58** -.11 .54**

Depression .64** -- .77** -.20* .43**

Anxiety .58** .77** -- -.19* .51**

GPA -.11 -.20* -.19* -- -.12

Social difficulties .54** .43** .51** -.12 --

Note. N > 79. One-tailed. Extroversion uses Spearman’s r; all others, Pearson’s r.

+.10 < r < +.30 = small relationship. +.30 < r < +.50 = moderate relationship. 

r > +.50 = large relationship.

*p < .05  **p < .01 (not likely due to chance)



One-Sample t-tests

N Sample

M (SD)

Population

M t

Acculturative Stress 103 2.28 (0.65) 2.50 -3.42*

Depression 102 1.71 (0.59) 1.92 -3.72*

State Anxiety 102 2.62 (0.58) 2.62 -0.08

Sleep Quality 102 3.68 (0.73) 3.93 -3.42*

Social Difficulties 91 1.81 (0.58) 1.85 -0.70

Note. Population means gleaned from author’s previous research and published 
studies using undergraduate samples. 
t > +1.96 means that the findings were significant, not likely due to chance.
+ p < .08. *p < .05. **p < .01.



Freshmen report more adjustment issues 
than upperclassmen

Eastern students report more acculturative 
stress & social problems than Western 
students

Equal on depression, anxiety, sleep, and English 
confidence

Small schools versus big schools: Better 
adjustment in some aspects, not all 

Small Schools: Conclusions



English confidence, personality & SES
acculturative stress psychological & 
social problems lower GPA
SES seems to be a buffer against acculturative 

stress and anxiety during cultural transitions

Sleep quality important during cultural 
adjustment
Might be one of first questions to ask students: 

“How are you sleeping?”

Can open the door to talk about other issues, 
especially if students are hesitant

Small Schools: Conclusions



Overall Conclusions

Taken as a whole, the pattern of a person most at 
risk for cultural adjustment difficulties (social, 
psychological) is:
Freshman

Introverted

Non-Western (or non-White) student

Speaks English as a Second Language

Has not traveled much (if at all)

Lower SES & higher money concerns

Spends a lot of time alone each day
Perhaps emailing home rather than joining groups & making 

friends



Current & Future Research

What else might explain differences 
between these two groups

Previous travel?

International school/English school?

English as first vs. second language?

Suggestions from audience?



Discussion Questions

What challenges in social, psychological, and 
campus-specific adjustment do international 
students at your school face?

What issues are specific to small schools?

What issues are similar to big schools?

What programs have you tried for better student 
adjustment, either preventative (e.g., orientation) 
or intervention (e.g., support group)?

What has been successful (and why)?

What has been unsuccessful (and why)?



Discussion Questions

A data-driven approach: What do you think?

Is it good, bad, or both?

What might be barriers to you incorporating it at 
your institution?

What other anecdotal observations/knowledge 
of international students do you have that might 
be good to back up with data?

LARGE GROUP: Share something from the 
small group that you learned, discussed, or 
questioned
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